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Abstract

We present some of the recent development at the depositar, a research data repository built on top of 
CKAN. We will talk about our work in incorporating Archival Resource Keys (ARKs) to the depositar. 
We will also discuss how existing CKAN APIs can be used to realize an interactive workflow of data 
analysis and visualization. This leads to interactive and reproducible data repositories and further 
integrates them into the larger computing infrastructure for collaborative research.
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Audience

Researchers and developers who are working or interesting in data repositories, computing infrastructure, 
collaborative research, and so on.

Proposal

The depositar is a research data repository open to all for the deposit, discovery, and reuse of 
datasets [1]. It is open source software built on top of CKAN. CKAN is a leading open source data 
management system for building data hubs and portals (e.g. open government data websites) [2]. While 
CKAN is often used to set up data publishers (who curate datasets for the public), the depositar is data 
depository (who stores datasets for the users). The depositar is both free (anyone can register to use the 
service) and open source (anyone can copy, modify, and re-purpose its code). In addition, the depositar is 
an example of what we call programmable data repositories. It is programmable because the repository 
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can be extended and new features added as needed by the repository’s developers. The development of 
depositar has benefited from CKAN’s user and developer community. Likewise, any new feature added 
by us for the depositar is contributed back to the CKAN community. All this is part of a virtuous cycle in 
which the software for CKAN-based data repository is being continuously enhanced to better serve users 
and to draw in more users [3] [4]. Previously we reported on several new features added to the depositar 
(on using Wikidata for keywords [5] and adding Shapefile support [6], for example). These features are 
now available to CKAN users and developers.

In this presentation, we will highlight some of the recent development at the depositar. We will 
first talk about incorporating Archival Resource Keys (ARKs) to the depositar. ARKs are persistent 
identifiers for information objects. They are in the form of URLs and are specified by The ARK Identifier 
Scheme, an IETF Internet Draft [7]. Since 2001, about 8.2 billion ARKs have been created by over 900 
organizations [8]. Adding ARK support to the depositar will include two parts: assigning an ARK to each 
dataset that has been deposited, and resolving an ARK into the URL of the dataset it has been assigned to.
Our implementation makes use of Greens [9] — an open source ARK minter and resolver. Related issues 
such as minting ARKs to versioned datasets and mapping the metadata of datasets to ARK’s ERC 
(Electronic Resource Citation) metadata record will also be discussed.

We will also discuss how existing CKAN APIs can be used to realize an interactive workflow of 
data analysis and visualization. In brief, we can use CKAN APIs to filter, select, and fetch datasets from 
the depositar as well as to access the constituent resources (like CSV files) and their parts. When 
programmed in a Jupyter Notebook, for example, a large part of data analysis and visualization can be 
automated. When configured with automation framework including BinderHub [10] and Pangeo Forge 
Cloud [11] (which orchestrate the execution of Jupyter Notebooks in a computation farm), this leads to 
interactive and reproducible data repositories [12] and further integrates data repositories into the larger 
picture of computing infrastructure for collaborative research [13]. We shall illustrate with a few show 
cases as well from the depositar.
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